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High strength concrete, has a signicantly dierent and denser micro-structure compared to normal strength
concrete. The properties of the micro-structure which ultimately depends on the manufacturing process, has
remarkable inuence on overall material behavior. The optimized cementitious materials and binding agents
used as ingredients for high strength concrete cement paste are subjected to self-desiccation during the hydration process which leads to shrinkage [1]. This shrinkage process is susceptible to cause micro-cracks potentially
leading to a weakened material. Due to the importance of high strength concrete as a modern building material and due to the signicant eort to experimentally test dierent compositions of high strength concrete
especially for the prediction of the life time of the concrete under cyclic loads, a computational model for the
development of cracks within the microstructure is developed in this work. In order to obtain realistic results,
the microstructural geometry used for the simulation model is obtained by means of computer tomography
(mirco-CT) scans of concrete samples.
To this end, the discrete crack and its propagation within the micro-structure is simulated using the extended
nite element method (XFEM) [2] including inertia eects in 3D in combination with level set techniques.
The level set method is useful to track the position of the crack inside the solution domain. The need for a
crack propagation criterion for the XFEM is met by a coupled damage model. When a local damage model is
used, it exhibits high spurious mesh dependency. Those pathological eects are overcome by a coupled gradient enhanced damage model also simulated using the XFEM. The gradient enhanced damage values are used
as propagation criterion as well as for the determination of the crack propagation direction. Once the crack
propagates, the update of the crack surface geometry is performed using an advance algorithm for the level sets
[3].
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